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Reader expectations:
Related to IO2: Content and Facilitating Tools and the activity A3: pilot testing of the IN SCREEN MODE
project, this booklet presents the guidance that the partners will need to follow for the pilot testing
activity. Emphasys Centre will provide template for planning and organization, support and follow up
(evaluation and report).
The topics that will be presented are:
• Practical information
• Supporting documents
• Dissemination material
• Summary of training
o Summary of training survey
o Summary of the evaluation survey regarding the Genie
o Summary of the personalised actions from the training feedback form
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SECTION A: Practical Information
Please give the following practical information

Name of
Organisation

DIRECT Association

Venue of Pilot
TestsValidation
Workshops

COLEGIUL NATIONAL MIHAI VITEAZUL

Date

10/07/2019

Number of
participants

20
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Names of
participants
Please upload
scanned
versions of
signatures and
participants

Number of
trainers

1

Names of
trainers

SANDRU IOANA
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SECTION B: SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
Registration form
for students
Parental Consent

There was no registration form as the training was done online.

We did not need to use the consent forms as everyone was over the age of 18.
Attendance List
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Certification
(x4)

SECTION C: DISSEMINATION MATERIAL
Please upload all the information (scanned copies) in Admin Tool

Other Event
Date, Time, Venue,
Participants, invitation

Event: Pilot Event
Date: 10/07/2019
Venue: CNMV
Participants: 20

Leaflet/Poster
Screenshot

-BANNER-

- LEAFLET-
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Letters
Screenshot
Links
Facebook, Website

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/in-Screen-Mode-2016329585275393/
Website: https://inscreenmode.eu/

Other
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A. Summary of training survey
(What they thought of the trainers offering a face-to-face course, the facilities, the session, Impact of the
training and or suggestions for improvement points if any)
The training covered:


Presentation of the project (Aims, Objectives, Rationale)



Presentation of the Genie and the platform (Self-Assessment, Actions & Post Assessment)



Registration and Login to the Genie



Assessment



Discussion of Results/ Reflection



Planning of next steps

Training organisation and logistics, the instructor and the interaction received really good
feedback with everyone stating it was Good or Very Good. Everyone said they would be able to
use the genie on their own and that they would recommend them to friends.
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B. Summary of the evaluation survey regarding the Genie
(The design, structure and content of the platform, please give positive, negative or suggestions for
improvement points)
Participants were in general happy with the Genie, they liked the design and structure of the tool.
The agenda and promotional aspects could have been clearer. However, the majority understood
what the project and training entailed.
They discussed about:






Internet addiction;
what type of user they are (are they using the internet too much);
how to help someone with internet addiction;
how to reduce their time online and;
how to find help to reduce their time online.

The genie is a useful tool, even just to make people realise that they are possibly spending an
unhealthy amount of time online. The feedback for the Cope with Negative Urges content was
positive.

C. Summary of the personalised actions from the training feedback
form
(Content of the time management, coping with negative urges and suggestions for improvement)
The pilot training was a successful one and we nearly managed to reach our target of 20
participants (kids from 16 to 25)
Participants found actions useful and interesting, they were aware of specific actions that could
help them reduce their time online. Participants will recomend project tool to their friends.
All participants said that the trainer was Very Good or Excellent. Questions regarding the
platform were very positive, it was easy to register, the steps are clearly defined; the platform
can be used by all.
The content corresponds to the actual needs of the trainee, user feedback again was very
positive.
The feedback for the Time Management content was positive. The content was really good
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Conclusion
To conclude, this was a very positive feedback about the look and feel, the user experience and then
general purpose of the Genie.
To sum up, the training validated that the tool is good and useful by our target audience.

Evaluation forms

A. Evaluation of platform
Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Agree
Agree

Do you find the structure of the platform clear and easy to
navigate? If not, what sort of change would you welcome?

15

Does the content correspond to the actual needs of the
trainee and the project’s objectives? Is it logically structured
and easy to understand?

5

B. Evaluation of personalised actions
Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Agree
Agree

The overall aim of the actions was clear

3

17

18

2

16

4

The structure was appropriate and helpful
The actions regarding the genie was relevant
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C. Impact
Are there any comments you wish to make about the project? i.e. have you detected specific strengths or
weaknesses?

Evaluation forms- Young People (part A)
A. Evaluation of training
Name of participant (Optional):
Training activity title / topic:
Hosting organisation:
Date of participation:
Venue:

What are you main expectations regarding the benefits of using the Genie platform?
Yes

No

Maybe

To learn more about the Internet
addiction

☐19

☐

☐1

To find out what type of user you are

☐20

☐

☐

To help someone else

☐5

☐

☐15

To reduce the time you spent online

☐17

☐

☐3

To find suggestion that can help you with
the excessive use of the internet

☐14

☐

☐6

OTHER, please elaborate:

…
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PART I: Trainer offering the face-to-face course
Please evaluate the work of your trainer(s) by ticking the appropriate box.
Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

18

2

3

17

1

19

15

5

11

9

The trainer’s knowledge and expertise were
The communication with the trainers was
The trainers support, guidance and encouragement were
The trainers managed to arouse my interest in the topic
The methodology used to explain things was

PART II: Training facilities - equipment
Please evaluate the facilities of the training venue by ticking the appropriate box.
Needs
Attention

Adequate

Good

Very Good

Computers / laptops / tablets

20
Internet access

19

1

Suitability of venue / room

20
PART III: Training session
Please evaluate the training session in general by ticking the appropriate box.
Needs
Attention

Average

Good

Very Good

Overall training, organisation and logistics

20
The Genie platform clarity and user-friendliness

20
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The relevance of the training to the use of the Genie
platform

20

The relevance of the training to raise awareness about
the excessive use of the internet

20

The interaction between the trainer and the trainees

20

PART IV: Impact of training
Compared to your situation before the training, do you agree or disagree with the following statements.
Please, add a comment if you want to share more.
Agree
strongly
I have realised that I am spending a lot of time in a specific
online activities

17

I am aware of the different actions that I can follow in order
to have a healthy relationship with the Internet and the
computer

20

I can use the Genie platform on my own without immediate
support

20

Agree

Disagree

Comment:

3

I will use the Genie platform to benefit others

20
I will recommend the Genie platform to my friends

20

Please give any further comments on how the training could be improved:

B. Evaluation of using the Genie platform
Language used: English/ Lithuanian/Greek/Romanian/Polish
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Romanian
PART I
Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Agree
Agree

It is easy to register on the platform

18

The number of actions are appropriate

2

20

The platform can be used by everyone

20

PART II
II.5 Was the platform useful for any of the following purposes?
To learn more about the Internet addiction

Yes

No

Maybe

To find out what type of user you are

☐16

☐

☐4

To help someone else

☐3

☐5

☐12

To reduce the time you spent online

☐17

☐

☐3

To find suggestion that can help you with the excessive
use of the internet

☐20

☐

☐

OTHER, please elaborate:

…

C. Evaluation of the personalised actions
Action 1: Time management
Please, evaluate the content of the action Time management:
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Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Agree
Agree

The overall aim of the action was clear

20
The structure was appropriate and helpful

20
The action regarding the genie was relevant

20

Please specify any suggestions for improvement

Action 2: Cope with negative urges
Please, evaluate the content of the action Cope with negative urges:
Strongly
Disagree
The overall aim of the action was clear
The structure was appropriate and helpful
The examples were helpful to understand the content of
action
The action regarding the genie was relevant
The further reading was helpful

Strongly
Disagree

Agree
Agree

20
15

5
20

20
20

Please specify any suggestions for improvement
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